Three tips for effective academic writing

The circumstances these days have brought major shifts in the work focus of many of us. Yesterday you may have worked in the lab. Today you may be focusing on evaluating research results or writing a manuscript. Challenging doing this task from home? TU Delft Library has powerful tools and services and can assist you! Take a look at these 3 tips!

### Academic Writing Assistant

Are you writing an academic text – an article, a report, a book chapter? Use the Academic Writing Assistant! Designed by scientists for scientists, this tool will help you with

- Improving readability through coherence - such as in sentence length, paragraphing, recurrent words and patterns…
- Language issues such as tense use, adverb proposition, spelling…
- Style

### Overleaf

Are you a LaTeX user and are you working on your academic text collaboratively with fellow researchers or students? Use Overleaf - an online, real time collaborative editor for technical reports, papers, theses, and other documents written in the LaTeX markup language. It makes the journal submission process smoother across many academic publishers.

### Call-in hours

Questions about support in academic writing? We are there for you! No walk-in sessions but call-in hours instead: every morning Monday to Friday from 10:00 to 11:00. Join a Skype call using this link: [https://meet.tudelft.nl/d.j.ligtenbelt/5P6R2G07](https://meet.tudelft.nl/d.j.ligtenbelt/5P6R2G07).
Alternatively, send your questions to [Library@tudelft.nl](mailto:Library@tudelft.nl).